
National Air and Space Museum  

Morning at the Museum 

*



Soon I will go to the Smithsonian National Air and Space 

Museum.  

 

This is a story about what I will see in the Moving Beyond Earth 

Exhibit. 

Visiting the Museum 



There is more than one way to go through this exhibit. Some 

people start at the left side. Some people start at the right 

side. Some people start in the middle. This is OK. Together, my 

adult and I will decide where to start.  

Once in the exhibit, we will try to stay together, near my 

adult, for safety.  

 

Entering the Exhibit 



There are many activities that I can do in the exhibit. 

These activities will teach me about exploring outer space! 

In the Exhibit 



There are many computer touchscreens in the exhibit. I may 

play on them and learn about outer space. If someone is 

already there, I may have to wait for my turn. This is OK. My 

adult may limit my time on the screen so that others may play 

on them too.  

Touchscreens 



One activity is called “The Liquid Galaxy.”  

In this activity I can use and touch screen and pictures to look 

at the Earth, the Moon, and Mars.  

The Liquid Galaxy 



Another activity is called the “Space Flight Academy.” In this 

activity I can learn about outer space by answering the 

questions on the screen.  

There maybe other visitors doing this activity at the same time 

as me. That is OK. We can try to work together.  

Space Flight Academy 



I might also see a video of a space shuttle. The video shows a 

space shuttle taking off and flying into outer space.  

Take Off! 



Another video I might see shows what the International Space 

Station looks like!  

Space Station 



There are many things to do and see in the Moving Beyond 

Earth Exhibit! These are just a few of them.  


